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The study of philosophy can deveIop critical rationality-by which 
1 mean a critical approach toward aII that human beings have created: 
toward aU theories, all institutions, and aIl sociaI, political, and 
economic arrangements. CriticaI rationalists hold that man can never 
create perfect social arrangements, but they insist that man can 
rationally improve whatever he has created through criticizing it and 
uncovering its inadequacies. This kind of critical rationality should, 
1 think, inform aIl work in the social studies in high sohool. 

Next,the study of philosophy can help make would·be reformers 
less dogmatic by encouraging them to look for improvement through 
dialogue--through the give and �ake of argumento Such citizens will 
be less tempted to pursue change through confrontation and imposition 
of their soIutions on others. 

Further, the study of philosophy can reduce the degree orf fanaticism 
among reformers, encouraging them to regard al! reforms as trials 
we can criticize, as experiments we can learn from. The study of 
phiIosophy can engender a disinterested, critical concern with aU 
answers-aII existing 'and proposed sociaI policies, practices, and 
procedures. 

FinaIIy, 1 think that the study of philos'0phy can help develop a 
social consciousness-an awareness that we are responsible for the 
arrangements in our society. We have created them; it is up to us 
to renew and improve them. 

HENRY J. PERKINSON 
New York University 

A JUSTIFICATION FOR TEACHING PHILOS·OPHY 
IN THE HIGH SCHOOL 

Various vehicles can be used to carry the teaching of philos'0phy 
into the high 5choo1. (1) Philosophy could be ofIered as a full or halrf 
course, either for credit or general interest, and at various grade 
Ievds; (2) philosophy could be incIuded in the actual content of 
courses aIready being taught in secondary 5cho'0ls (e.g., a logic 
section in a mathematics course, a philosophy of history section in a 
history course, an aesthetics section in an art course etc.); (3) phil
osophy could be applied to clarifying vaIue issues integral to the 
discipline. There are numerous instances of such value issues occurring 
iri' high school subjects. Some examples are: the defen5ibility of 
Trudeau's declaration of the War Measures Act; the soundness of 
Euclid's proof of the Pythagorean theorem; the re!evance of an experi. 
men:t involving the observa1:ions of scintil1ations on a luminous surface 
to a theory about the existence and nature of electrons. 1 wish to argue 
that the inclusion of phiIosophy in a high schooI curricuIum as indi· 
cated in item (3) abovr is not onIy desirable but inseparable from 
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achieving the ends of edueation. 1 maintain, further, that the best, 
most obvious, and most eeonomieal way of a8suring that philosophy 
i8 included in sense (:3) is by overtly teaohing it in senses (1) and (2). 

The need for some philosophieal know-how hinges on the pervasive
ness of value issucs in high school subjed8, and the eonsequent need 
for arguments to defend the resulting value judgments. ""o high 8ehool 
subject should (or eould) be restrieted to an agglomeration of facts. 
Even if one attempled Lo impose sueh a restriction, some sifting pro
cess would be required for seleeting those faets to be studied, and 
this sifting would itself reReot a value judgment as to which facts 
were most wOl1th studying, or most in noed of study, not to mention 
the value judgment as to what constitutes a fact. Value judgments 
are an indissoluble element in high sehool subjects; eonsequently, the 
examination of arguments supporting specifie value judgments is 
similarly indispensable. This implies, at the very least, the need for 
some general philosophical knowledge eoncerning the nature of 
arguments, acquaintance with some valid argument forms, and fa
miliarity with some oí the ways in which arguments can go wrong. 

One might argue that this discussion has little to do with inrtro
dueing philosophy into the high school, although it does strengthen 
the claim that philosophy should be taught at universities generally 
and at Iaculties of education in particular. In other words, one might 
argue for the necessity of the high school teacher's rather than the 
high school student's being at leasí minimally ver:,('d in the principles 
of philosophy. It is the teacher who must, after al!, make decisions 
about course content, text books, supplementary readings, and class 
assignments, and the teacher who is held aceountable to the principal, 
school board, and community for the content and nature of his lher 
course; eonsequently,. it is the teaeher's value judgments that must 
be correct, or at least defensible. 

To argue in this fashion i,s to assume that in any particular high 
school course, only the teaehclr makes value judgments--the role of 
the student is limited to learning and remembering what particular 
j udgments have been sla:notioned by the teacher and other acceptable 
authorities. Ta make this kind of claim is to miss the whole point of 
education; it is to confuse education with training, or, worse, with 
indoctrination. 

While it is true that the teacher must take some kind of philosophical 
stance in teaching his lher subject, it is no less true that the student 
must also take such a stance. The question is not whethcr the sludent 
will adopt some philosophical view of the subject matter, but what 
view he/she will adopt. High school graduates who have learned to 
memori:ze rather than think, to recapitulate rather than criticize, have 
not opted out of selecting some philosophical view-they have rather 
opted for an inadequate view, such as authoritarianism. In a very real 
sense, a student's knowledge in any particular subject area must he 
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seen as less than education unless it is buttressed by a hackground of 
criticaI attitudes and awareness ofaltemaúves that is ultimately phil. 
osophical in nature. 

If this is the case, then as educa1:ors we are Eaced with deciding 
upon the best means of teaohing philosophical skills in the high school 
setting. We could follow an ad hoc method of addressing ourselves to 
particular philosophical issues as they arise in dass discussion, and 
to analysing arguments as instances of them actuaUy occur in the 
subject matter. This method has three serious drawbacks. First, it is 
uneconomical and if pursued conscientiously, would result in an 

immense duplication of effort by aU teachers. Second, such a method 
would not be at aU conducive to a systematic presentation of philo. 
sophical issues-it would result in a disjointed smattering of philosoph. 
icaI tid·bits which would be virtually uselessto the student. Third, 
this method would of necessity place the teaching of philosophy at 
the doorstep of teachers whose expertise lies in other areas. 

The most obvious means of avoiding these difficulties is to intro· 
duce the teaching oí philosophy into the high school by methods (1) 
and (2) discussed above. Offered in this way, philosophy should be 
directly conducive to the recognition and darification of value issues 
iu other disciplines; in addition, it should play a crucial role in 
enabling the student to analyse and evaluate his/her own decisÍons 
in a world that has never been in greater need of critical rethinking 
in such matters. 
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